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NASA Glenn Research Center is performing activities to support the unique needs of hollow cathode development and testing for the Advanced Electric Propulsion System (AEPS). Three existing vacuum facilities have been outfitted as cathode test facilities, and each will serve a different role in upcoming testing. Vacuum Facility 67 is being developed to serve as a long-duration test facility for the Engineering Development Unit cathode, which is to be delivered by the AEPS contractor. It will feature a thruster-like magnetic field simulator and cold-cycle capability via a liquid nitrogen-cooled cold plate. Vacuum Facility 17 is being developed as a test facility for short- to medium-duration experiments in order to provide auxiliary support for the long-duration testing. It will feature a magnetic field simulator but not cold-cycling. Finally, Vacuum Facility 1 will be a high-pumping speed cathode development environment, and will feature an array of plasma and temperature diagnostics. In addition to the facility preparation work, a new cathode, referred to as the Mark II, has been designed. The Mark II is an evolution of the Technology Demonstration Unit cathodes that better evokes the geometry, fabrication, and construction of the forthcoming Engineering Development Unit. This cathode serves as a transition between the Technology Demonstration Unit cathodes used during early thruster development and the forthcoming Engineering Development Unit cathodes. It will be used as a means of verifying the new test facilities prior to arrival of Engineering Development Unit hardware. Details of the Mark II design and key features are presented, as well as details of future work to be performed.

I. Introduction

Hollow cathodes are used as plasma sources in a variety of electric propulsion devices including gridded ion and Hall thrusters. These cathodes are used to provide discharge electrons, to neutralize the plasma beam, or both. NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) has a long history of hollow cathode testing and development. This includes the development of the International Space Station plasma contactor unit, which was life-tested to 28,000 hours,¹,² as well as the discharge and neutralizer cathodes for both the NSTAR and NEXT ion thrusters.³,⁴ NASA GRC-developed cathodes have also been demonstrated to 150 A discharge current.⁵,⁶ Each of these cathodes shares lineage and utilizes a barium-oxide (BaO) impregnate insert technology derived from tube dispenser cathodes. The NSTAR thruster has demonstrated 30,000 hours of operation during ground testing⁷ and over 46,000 hours of operation in space during the
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Dawn mission.8 The NEXT thruster has demonstrated in excess of 50,000 hours in ground testing.9 These long thruster lifetimes were achieved with long-lifetime hollow cathodes.

Recently designed Hall thrusters incorporate a technique known as magnetic shielding10–12 to produce lifetimes of multiple 10s of thousands of hours. A 12.5-kW Hall thruster system technology development effort, led by NASA GRC and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), began with maturation of the high-power Hall thruster and power processing unit. The Hall thruster is referred to as the Hall Effect Rocket with Magnetic Shielding (HERMeS). HERMeS incorporates magnetic shielding technology and has a xenon throughput requirement of 3400 kg, corresponding to a thruster lifetime of multiple 10s of thousands of hours depending on operating condition.13 HERMeS development work included the design and fabrication of three Technology Demonstration Unit (TDU) thrusters, which have undergone extensive characterization at both NASA GRC and JPL.14–17 Early work included the maturation of both NASA GRC-style BaO cathode technology18 and lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) cathode technology led by JPL.19,20 A down-select of cathode technology was made to pursue the BaO design option for further development, chiefly driven by the need to reduce risk associated with the aggressive development timeline.14

The BaO cathode developed for use with HERMeS shares many features with the plasma contactor, NSTAR, NEXT, and high-current cathodes. While the lifetime of more than one of these cathodes has been demonstrated to be in excess of that targeted for HERMeS, there is still uncertainty in the lifetime of the cathode emitter, particularly in the magnetic environment of the Hall thruster. Thus, a long-duration test will be performed to demonstrate cathode life for the system. Additionally, there is interest in continued investigation of the generation mechanisms of high-energy ions measured in the cathode plume.21,22 These measurements have potentially significant implications on thruster inner front pole and cathode keeper erosion, the mechanisms of which are not yet well understood for HERMeS.15,21,23–25

Through a competitive selection process, the Advanced Electric Propulsion System (AEPS) contract was awarded to Aerojet Rocketdyne to complete the development qualification and production of flight hardware based on the HERMeS technology.13 This contract includes the delivery of Engineering Development Unit (EDU) hardware, including two thruster units and four hollow cathode units. Two of these EDU cathodes will be paired with the EDU thrusters for characterization and long-duration wear testing; the remaining two will be used by NASA GRC and JPL for component-level testing. A series of acceptance tests, as well as long-duration wear testing and thermal cycle testing, are planned for the EDU hardware.

In anticipation of the delivery of the standalone EDU cathode units, NASA GRC is undertaking a number of preparation activities. Three vacuum test facilities are being prepared for hollow cathode testing. Each facility will serve a different role in the AEPS cathode work: one will be utilized for long-duration testing; another for short-duration testing; and the last for plasma diagnostic interrogation. Each facility has a power console, breakout box, and xenon feed system. Additionally, the long-duration test facility will support a liquid nitrogen (LN2)-cooled cold plate capable of providing the flight qualification environment and a magnetic field simulator that replicates the magnetic field environment the cathode experiences within the thruster. Additionally, an array of plasma and temperature diagnostics are being developed specifically for the diagnostic test facility.

NASA GRC is also developing new hollow cathode assemblies that are an evolution of the TDU hollow cathodes used during development work. The new cathode design, referred to as the Mark II, incorporates the key features of the EDU cathode and is expected to provide similar plasma and thermal operation as the forthcoming EDU units. Multiple Mark II units are being manufactured, and these will be used by NASA GRC and by JPL to evaluate testing infrastructure prior to beginning the planned EDU evaluation tests. The first Mark II cathode unit has been assembled, and initial validation testing is ongoing at NASA GRC.

The paper is structured as follows. Details of the test facilities in are presented in Section II, including a description of each of the facilities, the test apparatus (including power console, breakout box, and xenon flow system), the magnetic simulator, and the LN2 cold plate. In Section III, the Mark II cathode design is discussed, including the key design features and improvements over the TDU design. Finally, conclusions are discussed in Section IV.

II. Test Facilities

Vacuum Facility 67 (VF-67), Vacuum Facility 17 (VF-17), and Vacuum Facility 1 (VF-1) are simultaneously being reconfigured to serve the unique hollow cathode test needs of the AEPS project. Both VF-67 and VF-17 previously served as thermal vacuum (cold-wall) facilities for non-electric propulsion testing, and VF-1 was last used for magnetoplasmadynamic thruster testing.26–28 As such, all three facilities required reconfiguration to prepare them for cathode testing.
A. Vacuum Facility 67
VF-67, pictured in Fig. 1, is a 2.7-m long, 0.9-m diameter cylindrical vacuum chamber that will serve as the wear-test facility. It is pumped by a 0.5 m diameter cryogenic pump and a 0.2 m diameter turbomolecular pump, which typically provide a base pressure in the facility of approximately 1×10⁻⁷ torr near the cathode test location. The facility features an effective pumping speed of 2300 L/s on xenon, which results in a pressure near the cathode test location of 8.0×10⁻⁵ torr-Xe during cathode operation at nominal AEPS conditions.

![Vacuum Facility 67](image)

**Fig. 1 Vacuum Facility 67.**

To serve as the test facility for the long-duration wear test of an EDU cathode unit, VF-67 is being outfitted with a magnetic field simulator and cold plate for thermal cycling, as described below. It will be outfitted with multiple vacuum-compatible cameras inside the facility for visually monitoring cathode operation. Because of the need for the facility to operate stably and reliably over many thousands of hours of cathode operation, no extraneous equipment is being installed. Any diagnostic work (plasma, thermal, etc.) will be performed in either VF-17 or VF-1. Even equipment such as pressure gauges are being installed in such a manner that they can be replaced without cycling the main test volume to atmosphere if a failure were to occur.

B. Vacuum Facility 17
VF-17, shown in Fig. 2, is a 2.1-m long, 0.9-m diameter vacuum chamber that will be outfitted to serve as a short-duration, quick-turnaround cathode test facility. It features a 0.3 m diameter cryogenic pump and a 0.1 m diameter turbomolecular pump. The base pressure in the facility is expected to be in the mid 10⁻⁷ torr range, and cold flow testing demonstrated a pumping speed of approximately 2000 L/s on xenon. This should provide a pressure near the cathode of approximately 9.5×10⁻⁵ torr-Xe at nominal AEPS operating conditions.

![Vacuum Facility 17](image)
Fig. 2 Vacuum Facility 17.

VF-17 is being prepared to serve as an all-purpose cathode test facility. It will be capable of performing short- to medium-duration experiments of varying types to support both the ongoing EDU testing in VF-67 and other cathode development work at NASA GRC. It will feature a magnetic simulator similar to that in VF-67, but it will not have cold-cycle capability. While it is not considered to be a dedicated diagnostic facility, plasma diagnostics can be incorporated if risk reduction requirements dictate a need.

C. Vacuum Facility 1

VF-1 is a 4.5-m long, 1.5-m diameter vacuum chamber. It previously operated on three oil diffusion pumps, and part of this upgrade activity has involved removing those pumps in favor of cryogenic variants. To date, one 1.0 m diameter cryotub has been installed, with the capacity for the addition of two more. In its current configuration, it is expected that the facility will provide base pressures in the low $10^{-7}$ torr range and a background pressure of $3 \times 10^{-5}$ torr-Xe in the region of the cathode during nominal AEPS cathode flow conditions.

VF-1 will be outfitted with an array of plasma and temperature diagnostics to study cathode operation in detail. The development of fast-scanning Langmuir probes,22 retarding potential analyzers, and other electrostatic plasma diagnostics, as well as an optical scanning pyrometer for assessment of insert temperature,29 is ongoing. The facility will also be outfitted to provide access for high-speed camera interrogation30 and for optical emission spectroscopy.6
D. Cathode Test Apparatus

Specialized cathode test apparatus will be incorporated into each facility and tailored to the specific needs of the testing that will be conducted. The development of this apparatus will leverage previous efforts for thruster test apparatus during HERMeS development. A goal of this activity is to produce parity between the three cathode test facilities such that hardware, test equipment, and test operators can move easily between facilities.

1. Power Console

The cathode power consoles house the power supplies, data acquisition system (DAQ), and xenon flow system control. Each console contains commercial power supplies for the heater, keeper, anode, and electromagnet used in the magnetic field simulator. The DAQ is an off-the-shelf multiplexing data logger controlled by LabView code. During cathode operation, the DAQ typically acquires data on all channels at approximately 1 Hz. The DAQ records critical cathode telemetry, including DC voltages and currents of the heater, keeper, anode, electromagnet; other items of interest such as cathode-to-ground potential; mass flow rates; facility and xenon flow system pressure; and temperatures from up to 6 of both K-type and R-type thermocouples.

The power supplies are tied into an interlock system that interrupts input power (while continuing to provide power to the DAQ and mass flow controller system via battery backup) in the event that a fault state is detected, allowing the cathode to be safely and automatically shut down. Possible fault states that the system protects against include cathode telemetry (any signal being read by the DAQ) or facility telemetry (pressure or cryogenic pump temperature) outside bounds set by the operator. In the event that a fault state is detected and the interlock is tripped, the system is capable of sending out a detailed alert via text message to users.

2. Breakout Box

Each facility utilizes a breakout box mounted on the atmosphere-side chamber wall at the cathode power feedthroughs. The breakout boxes are very similar to that described by Peterson for NASA GRC’s Vacuum Facility 631. They serve as a single point of entry to the facility for all cathode power. Unlike the thruster breakout boxes, the cathode versions do not house all of the telemetry measurements; the DC currents are measured by precision shunts that are located within the power console instead of within the breakout box.
3. **Xenon Flow System**

The xenon flow systems (XFSs) for the cathode test facilities feature one (VF-17) or two (VF-67 and VF-1) mass flow controllers plumbed to the vacuum facility via electropolished stainless-steel tubing. Having two flow lines allows for increased experimental flexibility, including the ability to perform facility background pressure sweeps or to provide auxiliary cold-gas injection.32 These systems are designed to adhere to NASA internal process documents for xenon feed system purity requirements.33–35 The systems are outfitted nominally with 50 sccm controllers, but the parity between the cathode XFSs and those for thruster operation makes switching controllers between panels straightforward.

E. **Magnetic Field Simulator**

It is important to perform not only the long-duration wear test, but any EDU hollow cathode characterization in an environment (facility pressure, electrical configuration, and magnetic field strength and shape) as similar as possible to that experienced in the EDU thruster. As part of that effort, NASA GRC is developing a magnetic field simulator which is designed to mimic the EDU magnetic field in and around the cathode region of the thruster. This simulator features a magnetic circuit that is similar to the EDU thruster but simplified, with an emphasis on ensuring the field in the region of the cathode matches the EDU thruster as close as possible. JPL used a similar simulator designed to mimic the field of the TDU thrusters during recent investigations of high-energy ions created by the cathode.21

F. **Cold Plate for Thermal Cycling**

Cold-cycle testing is an important component of the long-duration test, so the magnetic field simulator in VF-67 will be mounted to a custom LN2-cooled cold plate to provide a means of thermally cycling the hollow cathode assembly periodically during the long-duration test. Though the main objective of the NASA GRC EDU cathode test is long-duration wear testing (that is, accumulating a significant number of hours of cathode operation at steady state conditions), this cold-cycling will be performed periodically as an additional lifetime assessment. Dedicated cold-cycling of another EDU cathode will be performed concurrently at JPL, where the main objective will be to assess the cathode’s ignition and operation behavior over time as it is subjected to repeated thermal cycling.

Thermal modelling was used to determine that a cold plate mounted on the rear of the magnetic simulator would be sufficient to provide the cold-cycling capability within a reasonable amount of cool-down time. A cold plate was designed to integrate with the LN2 system at VF-67 and to provide as uniform a temperature at the rear of the magnetic simulator. The cold plate features a dual-flow path design, wherein the two paths travel in opposite directions around the interior of the unit. A computer rendering of the cold plate, which illustrates the counter-flow design, is shown in Fig. 4.

![Computer rendering of cathode cold plate](image1)

**Fig. 4** Computer rendering of cathode cold plate, which features a counter-flow design to provide a uniform temperature across the plate.

Control of the cold plate temperature to within ± 3 K was desired to meet the test requirements for the EDU cathode. The LN2 system on VF-67 is controlled by a single open/closed solenoid valve, and there was concern that this system would not provide adequate control authority to meet this requirement. An early system checkout was performed with a test cold plate to assess the level of control offered by the system. After initial tuning of control parameters, the system demonstrated capability to hold the plate temperature to within a band of ± 0.5 K at a given location, as shown below in Fig. 5. The temperature across the plate, which featured a single flow path direction, was
found to vary by approximately 5 K from inlet to outlet. However, as noted, the final cold plate’s counter-flow design is expected to reduce this temperature gradient significantly.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 5** A subset of temperature control data from early LN2 system checkout test in VF-67, using a test cold plate. Data shown has been normalized by the targeted control temperature.

### III. GRC Mark II Cathode

#### A. Description and Motivation

HERMeS thruster development required a hollow cathode capable of providing up to 31 A to enable thruster operation up to at least 13 kW beam power. Development testing began in 2015 with a laboratory hollow cathode that was mechanically assembled, which allowed it to be readily adapted to the frequent changes that manifested. This design was used throughout thruster testing into 2018. However, in order to address hardware concerns for advancement to flight, a new cathode configuration was developed. This cathode design served two significant functions. First, it provided a hardware configuration similar to a flight design that could be analyzed structurally and thermally to understand its behavior under launch loads and thereby expose potential weaknesses. Second, it provided a baseline design recommendation to the thruster contractor that incorporated the experience accumulated by NASA in earlier flight and flight-like hollow cathodes.

High fidelity structural analyses of the new hollow cathode design have been performed both at NASA GRC via an in-house structural group and at JPL through a contract to an external organization. The resulting hollow cathode design evolved to address structural areas of concern. The cathode design modifications were incorporated into the brazed cathode design recommendation that was provided to the thruster contractor.

In order to improve the fidelity of thruster testing, an effort was initiated in 2017 to fabricate a new generation of laboratory cathodes which incorporated many of the design modifications that came out of the analysis activities. The resulting cathode, referred to as the Mark II, will be installed in the TDU thrusters for on-going thruster characterization and long-duration testing. The Mark II cathode will also be used in the cathode component test facilities at NASA GRC and JPL to validate thruster simulator hardware in preparation for duration testing of the EDU hollow cathodes.

The Mark II laboratory cathode, shown in Fig. 6, has evolved from the TDU laboratory cathodes, an example of which shown in Fig. 7. The Mark II cathode design included the following features:
1. Brazed joints: The cathode tube assembly and the keeper assembly feature brazed mechanical connections. These braze joints are now included to better represent how a flight hollow cathode would be assembled. Additionally, testing of the long-term performance and mechanical integrity can be assessed in thermally simulated environments that these cathodes would see in space.

2. Improved thermal design: The Mark II configuration provides improved thermal isolation of the hollow cathode emitter by moving the cathode tube support and keeper isolator towards the rear of the thruster. The TDU laboratory cathode did not include this feature in order to accommodate the keeper support.

3. Simplified emitter: The emitter has been simplified by eliminating some extraneous features which reduced its physical size while retaining the same amount of active emission surface. Additionally, the part that maintains the emitter position within the hollow cathode was reduced in size and mass to improve thermal isolation which is expected to allow the cathode to operate more efficiently.

4. Flight-like keeper design: The keeper assembly has been modified to represent the expected flight configuration that will enable improved determination of electrical isolation behavior of the keeper within the HERMeS thruster body.

5. Improved propellant connection: A commercial high-vacuum flange is used to connect the cathode tube assembly to the propellant feed line. This design would not be carried over into a flight cathode but was selected to reduce design complexity relative to the TDU laboratory cathode, which used a mated flange that was specially fabricated and required a specialized sealing material.

Fig. 6 Mark II cathode.
The first of three planned Mark II units has been completed and is currently undergoing initial validation testing. A full characterization of the Mark II design is planned to commence in late 2018, with initial focus on thermal assessment of this cathode as validation of thermal modeling for the cathode. Additional testing is planned, including with the cathode integrated into the LN2-cooled magnetic field simulator described above, the results of which will be used to validate deep thermal cycling operation of brazed cathode technology. Using diagnostic resources at both GRC and JPL, a plasma diagnostic characterization of the Mark II is also planned.

IV. Conclusion

Three vacuum facilities have been modified to support hollow cathode testing for AEPS at NASA GRC. Each facility will serve a unique role. Vacuum Facility 67 has been outfitted for long-duration testing, which includes a thruster-like magnetic field simulator and a liquid nitrogen-cooled cold plate for cold-cycling of the test article. Vacuum Facility 17 will be used for performance characterization and short- and medium-duration testing alongside the long-duration testing in VF-67. Finally, VF-1 will be used as a high-pumping speed test facility for high-fidelity cathode studies. It is being outfitted with an array of cathode plasma diagnostics to study near- and far-field plasma properties and internal temperature profiles.

Though each facility features different capabilities, the test support apparatus has been developed with parity across not only the new cathode facilities but also the systems developed for thruster operation as part of the maturation of the HERMeS thruster. This includes a standardized power console, breakout box, and xenon feed system. The power consoles contain the heater, keeper, discharge, and electromagnet power supplies and data acquisition system, and feature a safety interlock system that can quickly shut the cathode down if a fault state is detected. The breakout box serves as a single point of entry to the vacuum facility for all cathode power and telemetry. The xenon feed system is designed using decades of lessons learned from both previous cathode development work and thruster development work at NASA GRC and elsewhere.

In addition to the standard test apparatus, two pieces of hardware have been developed for the upcoming EDU testing: a thruster-like magnetic field simulator, which will be used to provide a magnetic field environment (strength and shape) similar to what the cathode will experience in the EDU thruster, and a LN2-cooled cold plate that will be attached to the rear of the magnetic field simulator in VF-67 to provide the ability to cold-cycle the EDU cathode periodically during long-duration testing. This cold plate is the product of detailed thermal modeling of the cathode, magnetic simulator, and vacuum chamber environment, and features a counter-flow design that provides two paths for LN2 to provide a reduction in the temperature gradient across the plate.

Alongside the facility work, NASA GRC has advanced the BaO hollow cathode design used during HERMeS development. This new cathode design, called the Mark II, shares features with the EDU cathode, including a more flight-like brazed construction and similar geometry. The Mark II was developed to provide a path between the development work with the TDU thrusters and cathodes with HERMeS and the eventual EDU characterization and
long-duration testing. It also provides a means for NASA GRC to validate the cathode facility updates with hardware that shares critical attributes with the EDU design, allowing for better preparation in advance of EDU arrival as well as support of risk reduction testing.

The first Mark II cathode has been completed, and initial validation testing is ongoing. These Mark II cathodes will undergo a detailed plasma and thermal characterization, results of which will be compared to modeling work completed during the design phase.14,16 Mark II units will also be used in validation activities for the various test facilities being prepared for EDU testing at both NASA GRC and JPL. All of these activities will help to ensure a smooth transition to EDU testing once that hardware is delivered to NASA.
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